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Press Release    
    

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 

 

 

Plustek SmartOffice PS406 and PS406U are more Powerful Now 

with ISIS driver 

 

December 02, 2011, Taipei, Taiwan - Plustek Inc., a manufacturer of consumer, prosumer, 

professional and office imaging devices, announced today that its SmartOffice ADF 

scanners- PS406 and PS406U now come with EMC/Captiva’s certified ISIS driver to enhance 

productivity of the distributed scanning, in addition to its existing bundle of TWAIN driver 

and TWAIN-based applications.  

 

“Distributed scanning is the trend of the document capture.  Scanning documents at point 

of creation can save the cost and time of shipping the paper to centralized scanning facilities.  

By adding EMC/Captiva’s certified ISIS driver to our Plustek SmartOffice PS406 and PS406U 

scanners, we are offering our customers a cost effective distributed scanning solution to 

integrate with over 400 ISIS-compatible commercial document imaging/management 

applications in the market including those from EMC, IBM (FileNet), OnBase, Open Text, 

ReadSoft, etc.,” said Dr. Karen Ku, President of Plustek Inc. 

 

Created by Pixel Translations (now EMC/Captiva) in 1990, ISIS (Image and Scanner Interface 

Specification) is an industry software standard of document capture.  ISIS allows application 

developers to integrate complex document capture features into their application easily.  

Over 1000 line-of-business applications which were developed by the individual 

organizations use ISIS technology to manage their important day-to-day documents.  The 

ISIS driver now included in Plustek SmartOffice PS406 and PS406U scanners is created and 

certified by EMC/Captiva and will provide clear, consistent, and secure results. 

 

The Plustek SmartOffice PS406 and PS406U departmental class document scanners are 

designed with the image quality, paper handling and reliability required by the most 

demanding business users. At a duplex color scan speed of 80 images per minute, the PS406 

and PS406U provide high performance at an outstanding value. The 100 page Automatic 

Document Feeder (ADF) and 4000 page per day duty cycle make these scanners built to scan 

documents in any heavy usage application. The SmartOffice PS406 and PS406U are designed 

to scan business documents up to 13m (51") long and rigid cards up to 1.2mm thick (e.g., ID 

cards). The PS406U adds the additional feature of ultrasonic multifeed detection to prevent 

data and image loss due to documents that are not fed correctly. Thanks to its LED 

illumination system design, both scanners can start to scan instantly, saving you from the 

warm-up waiting time. This system design is also green to the environment and uses less 

power, compared with traditional fluorescent illumination systems that contain any mercury 
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ingredients. Moreover, its small foot print makes it a perfect fit for any space-constrained 

applications. For more information, please visit http://plustek.com/southeast-
asia/products/smart-office-series/. 
 

With an MSRP Euros 659 (SmartOffice PS406) and Euros 759 (SmartOffice PS406U), these 

scanners are affordable solutions for departmental scanning tasks and small businesses. 

 

 

About EMC 

EMC Corporation is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers to transform their 

operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud computing.  

Through innovative products and services, EMC accelerates the journey to cloud computing, helping 

IT departments to store, manage, protect and analyze   their most valuable asset - information - in a 

more agile, trusted and cost-efficient way. Additional information about EMC can be found at 

www.EMC.com. 

 

 


